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• A computer program is a collection of instructions that can be

executed by a computer to perform a specific task.

• A computer program is usually written by a computer

programmer in a programming language.

• Programming Languages : C, C++, Java, C#, Python

• Algorithms/ Logic

• For beginners : Flowcharts, Pseudocodes, and also SCRATCH!!!

Computer Programming



Sequence, Selection, Repetition

Sequence

Selection

Repetition



What is SCRATCH?

•Scratch is a block-based visual programming language. 

•Users of the site can create online projects using a block-like interface. 

•Users can create interactive stories, games, and animations.

Let's Get Started!

Create an account



1. Open your web browser (Google Chrome, Firefox, etc)

2. Go to https://scratch.mit.edu/

3. Click on Join Scratch button.

https://scratch.mit.edu/


4. Create an account.

Fill the forms with your details:

Username, password

Country

Date of Birth

Gender

Email

5. Click on Get Started

button on the 

Welcome screen



6. Confirm your email.

Login to your email account and click on the link given by Scratch to confirm your 
account.

You can see the following window, click on Ok, Let's go.



7. You will get this window.



Creating a project
1. Click on Create button on the tab. You will get the following page.

2. You can find many tutorials on Scratch by clicking Tutorials button.



Project overview

•Here we use different types of blocks to construct a program.

•Left side panel contains different types of Code Blocks.

•There are several types of code blocks namely Motion, Looks,

Sound, Events, Control, Sensing, Operators and Variables.



•In the middle section of the window we can implement our code to animate our character on

the display section.

•Right hand side section has the Display Window, which displays what we implement using the

code blocks.

•Green flag to Run

•Red octagon to Stop



Example 1 : Walking Cat

When we press the green flag, the

cat will move 10 steps towards right

hand side.

Then wait for one second. Then

move 10 steps. Wait for

one second.

Move for 10 steps. Wait for one

second.

Move back 30 steps which the cat

will return to its starting place.



Example 2 : Move the Beetle

•Change the character/ sprite.

•Try this with character Beetle.

You can create games and

video clips and so much more 

with SCRATCH.



Your Turn

Move the beetle on screen as shown

in the diagram.

Think carefully and try different

code blocks.

Note that the beetle should move

smoothly on screen.



Answer



Game with Multiple Charactors :
Cat chasing mouse



Answer : Mouse



Answer : cat



More to try out

•Dog chasing a ball

•Shark attack game

•Animated stories

•Snake game

•Many More...


